
TUNÇ FINDIK CV  

Born in Ankara, capital of Turkey in 1972, Tunç Fındık is a graduate of Ankara – Bilkent 
University’s Faculty of English Language and Literature. Tunç is a professional climber, climbing 
instructor and motivational / inspirational speaker and writer. He occasionally acts as a mountain 
leader-guide and speaks English. 

Tunç  is an all around alpinist with more than 500 new routes, first winter ascents and first Turkish 
ascents in Turkish mountains and abroad, with a total of  more than 1000 summits and an 
uncountable number of short traditional rock climbs and frozen icefalls to his credit. He is a 
member of the elite GHM alpinism group, and he is the local (Turkish) ambassador for The North 
Face and is a member of  GRİVEL team.  

Tunç Fındık is the first Turkish person to summit Mount Everest twice, from different routes. 
Nowadays, he is running his project of 14×8000, climbing all the summits above 8000 meters 
altitude on our planet. His total of fourteen  8000 meter summits to the end of year 2019 include 
Everest 8850m (twice), K2 8611m, Kanchenjunga 8586m, Makalu 8463m, Dhaulagiri 8167m, Cho 
Oyu 8205m, Lhotse 8516m, Shishapangma 8013m, Manaslu 8163m, Annapurna 8091m,  
Gasherbrum II 8035m, Broad Peak 8047m, Gasherbrum I 8058m. As well as 8000m peaks, Tunç has 
climbed many 6000 and 7000m peaks in various countries and  has climbed in Nepal, Tibet/China, 
Pakistan, Kazakistan, Kirgizistan, Tajikistan, Russian Federation, France, Georgia, Switzerland, 
Italy, Bulgaria, England, Iran, Argentina, Tanzania and Kenya. 

 
He has translated books about climbing and mountains from English to Turkish language, as well 
as writing his own books in Turkish and English languages: 
 
1- The only existing climbing guidebook to the Kackar range in Northeastern Turkey, ‘Kackar- 
Vercenik Rehberi’ (in Turkish language) 
2- A detailed guidebook to the Taurus range of Aladag, ‘Aladaglar Rehberi’ (in Turkish language)  
3- ‘Tanrıların Tahtına Yolculuk’  book about Tunç’s  ascent of Mount Everest in 2001 (in Turkish 
language) 
4- ‘K2 Dagların Dagı’,  book about Tunç’s  ascent of Mount K2 in 2012 (in Turkish language) 
5- ‘İrtifa 8000-Yuksek Macera’,  book about Tunç’s high altitude climbs allover the world (in Turkish 
language) 
6- ‘Altitude 8000’,  book about Tunç’s high altitude climbs allover the world (in English language) 
7- A technical instruction book about winter climbing techniques ‘Kış Dağcılığı-Teknikler ve 
Taktikler’(in Turkish language). 
 
For more info, please visit: www.tuncfindik.com 
İnstagram account: tuncfindikclimber 

 

http://www.tuncfindik.com/

